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Abstract
There is growing interest in studying and engineering integral membrane proteins (MPs)
that play key roles in sensing and regulating cellular response to diverse external signals. A
MP must be expressed, correctly inserted and folded in a lipid bilayer, and trafficked to the
proper cellular location in order to function. The sequence and structural determinants of
these processes are complex and highly constrained. Here we describe a predictive,
machine-learning approach that captures this complexity to facilitate successful MP engi-
neering and design. Machine learning on carefully-chosen training sequences made by
structure-guided SCHEMA recombination has enabled us to accurately predict the rare
sequences in a diverse library of channelrhodopsins (ChRs) that express and localize to the
plasma membrane of mammalian cells. These light-gated channel proteins of microbial ori-
gin are of interest for neuroscience applications, where expression and localization to the
plasma membrane is a prerequisite for function. We trained Gaussian process (GP) classifi-
cation and regression models with expression and localization data from 218 ChR chimeras
chosen from a 118,098-variant library designed by SCHEMA recombination of three parent
ChRs. We use these GP models to identify ChRs that express and localize well and show
that our models can elucidate sequence and structure elements important for these pro-
cesses. We also used the predictive models to convert a naturally occurring ChR incapable
of mammalian localization into one that localizes well.
Author summary
A protein’s amino acid sequence determines how it will fold, traffic to subcellular loca-
tions, and carry out specific functions within the cell. Understanding this process would
enable the design of protein sequences capable of useful functions; unfortunately, we
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cannot predict in detail how sequence encodes function. However, machine-learning
models have the potential to infer the complex protein sequence-function relationship by
identifying patterns or features that are important for function from sequences with
known functions. We used machine learning to learn about and design membrane pro-
teins (MPs). To function, a MP must be expressed, correctly folded in a lipid membrane,
and trafficked to the proper cellular location. We built predictive, machine-learning mod-
els for this complex process from a set of>200 chimeric MPs and used them to design
new sequences with optimal performance on the challenging task of membrane localiza-
tion. This general approach to understanding and designing MPs could be broadly useful
for important pharmaceutical and engineering MP targets.
Introduction
As crucial components of regulatory and transport pathways, integral membrane proteins
(MPs) are important pharmaceutical and engineering targets [1]. To be functional, MPs must
be expressed and localized through a series of elaborate sub-cellular processes that include co-
translational insertion, rigorous quality control, and multi-step trafficking to arrive at the cor-
rect topology in the correct sub-cellular location [2–4]. With such a complex mechanism for
production, it is not surprising that MP engineering has been hampered by poor expression,
stability, and localization in heterologous systems [5–7]. To overcome these limitations, pro-
tein engineers need a tool to predict how changes in sequence affect MP expression and locali-
zation. An accurate predictor would enable us to design and produce MP variants that express
and localize correctly, a necessary first step in engineering MP function. A useful predictor
would be sensitive to subtle changes in sequence that can lead to drastic changes in expression
and localization. Our goal here was to develop data-driven models that predict the likelihood
of a MP’s expression and plasma membrane localization using the amino acid sequence as the
primary input.
For this study, we focus on channelrhodopsins (ChRs), light-gated ion channels that assume
a seven transmembrane helix topology with a light-sensitive retinal chromophore bound in an
internal pocket. This scaffold is conserved in both microbial rhodopsins (light-driven ion
pumps, channels, and light sensors–type I rhodopsins) and animal rhodopsins (light-sensing
G-protein coupled receptors–type II rhodopsins) [8]. Found in photosynthetic algae, ChRs
function as light sensors in phototaxic and photophobic responses [9,10]. On photon absorp-
tion, ChRs undergo a multi-step photo-cycle that allows a flux of ions across the membrane
and down the electrochemical gradient [11]. When ChRs are expressed transgenically in neu-
rons, their light-dependent activity can stimulate action potentials, allowing cell-specific con-
trol over neuronal activity [12,13] and extensive applications in neuroscience [14]. The
functional limitations of available ChRs have spurred efforts to engineer or discover novel
ChRs [11]. The utility of a ChR, however, depends on its ability to express and localize to the
plasma membrane in eukaryotic cells of interest, and changes to the amino acid sequence fre-
quently abrogate localization [5]. A predictor for ChRs that express and localize would be of
great value as a pre-screen for function.
The sequence and structural determinants for membrane localization have been a subject
of much scientific investigation [15–17] and have provided some understanding of the MP
sequence elements important for localization, such as signal peptide sequence, positive charge
at the membrane–cytoplasm interface (the “positive-inside” rule [18]), and increased hydro-
phobicity in the transmembrane domains. However, these rules are of limited use to a protein
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engineer: there are too many amino acid sequences that follow these rules but still fail to local-
ize to the plasma membrane (see Results). MP sequence changes that influence expression and
localization are highly context-dependent: what eliminates localization in one sequence con-
text has no effect in another, and subtle amino acid changes can have dramatic effects
[5,16,19]. In short, sequence determinants of expression and localization are not captured by
simple rules.
Accurate atomistic physics-based models relating a sequence to its level of expression and
plasma membrane localization currently do not exist, in large measure due to the complexity
of the process. Statistical models offer a powerful alternative. Statistical models are useful for
predicting the outcomes of complex processes because they do not require prior knowledge of
the specific biological mechanisms involved. That being said, statistical models can also be
constructed to exploit prior knowledge, such as MP structural information. Statistical models
can be trained using empirical data (in this case expression or localization values) collected
from known sequences. During training, the model infers relationships between input
(sequence) and output (expression or localization) that are then used to predict the properties
of unmeasured sequence variants. The process of using empirical data to train and select statis-
tical models is referred to as machine learning.
Machine learning has been applied to predicting various protein properties, including solu-
bility [20,21], trafficking to the periplasm [22], crystallization propensity [23], and function
[24]. Generally, these models are trained using large data sets composed of literature data from
varied sources with little to no standardization of the experimental conditions, and trained
using many protein classes (i.e. proteins with various folds and functions), because their aim is
to identify sequence elements across all proteins that contribute to the property of interest.
This generalist approach, however, is not useful for identifying subtle sequence features (i.e.
amino acids or amino acid interactions) that condition expression and localization for a spe-
cific class of related sequences, the ChRs in this case. We focused our model building on ChRs,
with training data collected from a range of ChR sequences under standardized conditions.
We applied Gaussian process (GP) classification and regression [25] to build models that pre-
dict ChR expression and localization directly from these data.
In our previous work, GP models successfully predicted thermal stability, substrate binding
affinity, and kinetics for several soluble enzymes [26]. Here, we asked whether GP modeling
could accurately predict mammalian expression and localization for heterologous integral
membrane ChRs and how much experimental data would be required. For a statistical model
to make accurate predictions on a wide range of ChR sequences, it must be trained with a
diverse set of ChR sequences [25]. We chose to generate a training set using chimeras pro-
duced by SCHEMA recombination, which was previously demonstrated to be useful for pro-
ducing large sets (libraries) of diverse, functional chimeric sequences from homologous parent
proteins [27]. We synthesized and measured expression and localization for only a small subset
(0.18%) of sequences from the ChR recombination library. Here we use these data to train GP
classification and regression models to predict the expression and localization properties of
diverse, untested ChR sequences. We first made predictions on sequences within a large library
of chimeric ChRs; we then expanded the predictions to sequences outside that set.
Results
The ChR training set
The design and characterization of the chimeric ChR sequences used to train our models have
been published [5]; we will only briefly describe these results. Two separate, ten-block libraries
were designed by recombining three parental ChRs (CsChrimsonR (CsChrimR) [28], C1C2
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[29], and CheRiff [30]) with 45–55% amino acid sequence identity and a range of expression,
localization, and functional properties (S1 Fig) [5]. Each chimeric ChR variant in these librar-
ies is composed of blocks of sequence from the parental ChRs. These libraries were prepared
by the SCHEMA algorithm to define sequence blocks for recombination that minimize the
library-average disruption of tertiary protein structure [31,32]. One library swaps contiguous
elements of primary structure (contiguous library), and the second swaps elements that are
contiguous in the tertiary structure but not necessarily in the sequence (non-contiguous
library [33]). The two libraries have similar, but not identical, element boundaries (S1A Fig)
and were constructed in order to test whether one design approach was superior to the other
(they gave similar results). These designs generate 118,098 possible chimeras (2 x 310), which
we will refer to as the recombination library throughout this paper. Each of these chimeras has
a full N-terminal signal peptide from one of the three ChR parents.
Two hundred and eighteen chimeras from the recombination library were chosen as a
training set, including all the chimeras with single-block swaps (chimeras consisting of 9
blocks of one parent and a single block from one of the other two parents) and multi-block-
swap chimera sequences designed to maximize mutual information between the training set
and the remainder of the chimeric library. Here, the ‘information’ a chimera has to offer is
how its sequence, relative to all previously tested sequences, changes ChR expression and local-
ization. By maximizing mutual information, we select chimera sequences that provide the
most information about the whole library by reducing the uncertainty (Shannon entropy) of
prediction for the remainder of the library, as described in [34,35]. The 112 single-block-swap
chimeras in the training set have an average of 15 mutations from the most closely related par-
ent, while the 103 multi-block-swap chimeras in the training set have an average of 73 muta-
tions from the most closely related parent (Table 1). While the multi-block-swap chimeras
provide the most sequence diversity to learn from, they are the least likely to express and local-
ize given their high mutation levels. The single-block-swap chimeras offer less information to
learn from due to their sequence redundancies with other chimeras in the training set, but are
more likely to express and localize.
Genes for these sequences were synthesized and expressed in human embryonic kidney
(HEK) cells, and their expression and membrane localization properties were measured (S1B
Fig) [5]. The expression levels were monitored through a fluorescent protein (mKate) fused to
the C-termini of the ChRs. Plasma-membrane localization was measured using the SpyTag/
SpyCatcher labeling method, which exclusively labels ChR protein that has its N terminus
exposed on the extracellular surface of the cell [36]. The training set sequences displayed a
wide range of expression and localization properties. While the majority of the training set
Table 1. Comparison of size, diversity, and localization properties of the training set and subsequent sets of chimeras chosen by models in the
iterative steps of model development.
Set Count Mutations
mean ± stdev
Percent with good localization* Localization
mean ± stdev (x10-3)
training–parents 3 0 100% 5.6 ± 3.0
training–single-block swap 112 15 ± 9 33% 3.2 ± 3.4
training–multi-block swap 103 73 ± 21 12% 1.5 ± 2.5
Exploration 16 69 ± 12 50% 4.8 ± 4.7
verification–high performing 4 29 ± 17 100% 8.0 ± 1.6
verification–low performing 7 67 ± 12 0% 0.89 ± 0.73
optimization 4 43 ± 6 100% 14 ± 3.5
* ‘good localization’ is localization at or above that of the lowest-performing parent, CheRiff
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1005786.t001
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sequences express, only 33% of the single-block-swap chimeras localize well, and an even
smaller fraction (12%) of the multi-block-swap chimeras localize well, emphasizing the impor-
tance of having a predictive model for membrane localization.
First we explored whether ChR chimera properties could be predicted based on basic bio-
logical properties, specifically, signal peptide sequence and hydrophobicity in the transmem-
brane (TM) domains. Each chimera in the library has one of the three parental signal peptides.
Although the signal peptide sequence does affect expression and localization (S2A Fig), chime-
ras with any parental signal peptide can have high or low expression and localization. Thus,
the identity of the signal peptide alone is insufficient for accurate predictions of the ChR chi-
mera properties. We then calculated the level of hydrophobicity within the 7-TM domains of
each chimera. With very weak correlation between increasing hydrophobicity and measured
expression and localization (S2B Fig), hydrophobicity alone is also insufficient for accurate
prediction of ChR chimera properties. These models do not accurately account for the
observed levels of expression or localization (S1 Fig). Therefore, we need more expressive
models to predict expression and localization from the amino acid sequences of these MPs.
Using GP models to learn about ChRs
Our overall strategy for developing predictive machine-learning models is illustrated in Fig 1.
The goal is to use a set of ChR sequences and their expression and localization measurements
to train GP regression and classification models that describe how ChR properties depend on
sequence and predict the behavior of untested ChRs. GP models infer predictive values from
training examples by assuming that similar inputs (ChR sequence variants) will have similar
outputs (expression or localization). We quantify the relatedness of inputs (ChR sequence vari-
ants) by comparing both sequence and structure. ChR variants with few differences are consid-
ered more similar than ChR variants with many differences. We define the sequence similarity
between two chimeras by aligning them and counting the number of positions at which they
are identical. For structural comparisons, a residue-residue ‘contact map’ was built for each
ChR variant, where two residues are in contact if they have any non-hydrogen atoms within
4.5 Å. The maps were generated using a ChR parental sequence alignment and the C1C2 crys-
tal structure, which is the only available ChR structure [29], with the assumption that ChR chi-
meras share the overall contact architecture observed in the C1C2 crystal structure. The
structural similarity for any two ChRs was quantified by aligning the contact maps and count-
ing the number of identical contacts [26]. Using these metrics, we calculated the sequence and
structural similarity between all ChRs in the training set relative to one another (218 x 218
ChR comparisons).
These similarity functions are called kernel functions and specify how the functional prop-
erties of pairs of sequences are expected to covary (they are also known as covariance func-
tions). In other words, the kernel is a measure of similarity between sequences, and we can
draw conclusions about unobserved chimeras on the basis of their similarity to sampled points
[25]. The model has high confidence in predicting the properties of sequences that are similar
to previously sampled sequences, and the model is less confident in predicting the properties
of sequences that are distant from previously sampled sequences.
To build a GP model, we must also specify how the relatedness between sequences will
affect the property of interest, in other words how sensitive the ChR properties are to changes
in relatedness as defined by the sequence/structure differences between ChRs. This is defined
by the form of the kernel used. We tested three different forms of sequence and structure ker-
nels: linear kernels, squared exponential kernels, and Mate´rn kernels (see Methods). These dif-
ferent forms represent the kinds of functions we expect to observe for the protein’s fitness
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landscape (i.e. the mapping of protein sequence to protein function). The linear kernel corre-
sponds to a simple landscape where the effects of changes in sequence/structure are additive
and there is no epistasis. The two non-linear kernels represent more rugged, complex land-
scapes where effects may be non-additive. Learning involves optimizing the form of the kernel
and its hyperparameters (parameters that influence the form of kernel) to enable accurate pre-
dictions. The hyperparameters and the form of the kernel were optimized using the Bayesian
method of maximizing the marginal likelihood of the resulting model. The marginal likelihood
(i.e. how likely it is to observe the data given the model) rewards models that fit the training
data well while penalizing model complexity to prevent overfitting.
Once trained with empirical data, the output of the GP regression model is a predicted
mean and variance, or standard deviation, for any given ChR sequence variant. The standard
deviation is an indication of how confident the model is in the prediction based on the related-
ness of the new input relative to the tested sequences.
We used GP models to infer links between ChR properties and ChR sequence and structure
from the training data. We first built GP binary classification models. In binary classification,
the outputs are class labels i.e. ‘high’ or ‘low’ localization, and the goal is to use the training set
data to predict the probability of a sequence falling into one of the two classes (Fig 1). We also
Fig 1. General approach to machine learning of protein (ChR) structure-function relationships: diversity
generation, measurements on a training set, and modeling. (1) Structure-guided SCHEMA recombination is
used to select block boundaries for shuffling protein sequences to generate a sequence-diverse ChR library starting
from three parent ChRs (shown in red, green, and blue). (2) A subset of the library serves as the training set. Genes
for these chimeras are synthesized and cloned into a mammalian expression vector, and the transfected cells are
assayed for ChR expression and localization. (3) Two different models, classification and regression, are trained
using the training data and then verified. The classification model is used to explore diverse sequences predicted to
have ‘high’ localization. The regression model is used to design ChRs with optimal localization to the plasma
membrane.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1005786.g001
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built a GP regression model that makes real-valued predictions, i.e. amount of localized protein,
based on the training data (Fig 1). After training these models, we verify that their predictions
generalize to sequences outside of the training set. Once validated, these two models can be used
in different ways. A classification model trained from localization data can be used to predict the
probability of highly diverse sequences falling into the ‘high’ localization category (Fig 1). The
classification model can only predict if a sequence has ‘high’ vs ‘low’ localization, and it cannot
be used to optimize localization. The regression model, on the other hand, can be used to predict
sequences with ‘optimal’ properties; for example, a regression model trained from localization
data can predict untested sequences that will have very high levels of localization (Fig 1).
Building GP classification models of ChR properties
The training set data (S1 Fig) were used to build a GP classification model that predicted
which of the 118,098 chimeras in the recombination library would have ‘high’ vs ‘low’ expres-
sion, localization, and localization efficiency. The training set includes multi-block swaps cho-
sen to be distant from other sequences in the training set in order to provide information on
sequences throughout the recombination library. A sequence was considered ‘high’ if it per-
formed at least as well as the lowest performing parent, and it was considered ‘low’ if it per-
formed worse than the lowest performing parent. Because the lowest performing parent for
expression and localization, CheRiff, is produced and localized in sufficient quantities for
downstream functional studies, we believe this to be an appropriate threshold for ‘high’ vs
‘low’ performance. For all of the classification models (Fig 2 and S3 Fig), we used kernels
based on structural relatedness. For the expression classification model, we found that a linear
kernel performed best, i.e. achieved the highest marginal likelihood. This suggests that expres-
sion is best approximated by an additive model weighting each of the structural contacts.
Localization and localization efficiency required a non-linear kernel for the model to be pre-
dictive. This more expressive kernel allows for non-linear relationships and epistasis and also
penalizes differing structural contacts more than the linear kernel. This reflects our intuitive
understanding that localization is a more demanding property to tune than expression, with
stricter requirements and a non-linear underlying fitness landscape.
Most of the multi-block-swap sequences from the training set did not localize to the mem-
brane [5]. We nonetheless want to be able to design highly mutated ChRs that localize well
because these are most likely to have interesting functional properties. We therefore used the
localization classification model to identify multi-block-swap chimeras from the library that
had a high predicted probability (>0.4) of falling into the ‘high’ localizer category (Fig 2D).
From the many multi-block-swap chimeras predicted to have ‘high’ localization, we selected a
set of 16 highly diverse chimeras with an average of 69 amino acid mutations from the closest
parent and called this the ‘exploration’ set (S4 Fig). We synthesized and tested these chimeras
and found that the model had accurately predicted chimeras with good localization (Fig 2 and
Fig 3): 50% of the exploration set show ‘high’ localization compared to only 12% of the multi-
block-swap sequences from the original training set, even though they have similar levels of
mutation (Table 1 and S1 Data) (chimeras in the exploration set have on average 69 ± 12
amino acid mutations from the closest parent, versus 73 ± 21 for the multi-block-swap chime-
ras in the training set). The classification model provides a four-fold enrichment in the num-
ber of chimeras that localize well when compared to randomly-selected chimeras with
equivalent levels of mutation. This accuracy is impressive given that the exploration set was
designed to be distant from any sequence the model had seen during training. The model’s
performance on this exploration set indicates its ability to predict the properties of sequences
distant from the training set.
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Fig 2. GP binary classification models for expression and localization. Plots of predicted probability vs measured properties are divided into ‘high’
performers (white background) and ‘low’ performers (gray background) for each property (expression and localization). (A) & (D) Predicted probability vs
measured properties for the training set (gray points) and the exploration set (cyan points). Predictions for the training and exploration sets were made using
LOO cross-validation. (B) & (E) Predicted probabilities vs measured properties for the verification set. Predictions for the verification set were made by a
model trained on the training and exploration sets. (C) & (F) Predicted probability of ‘high’ expression, and localization for all chimeras in the recombination
library (118,098 chimeras) made by models trained on the data from the training and exploration sets. The gray line shows all chimeras in the library, the gray
points indicate the training set, the cyan points indicate the exploration set, the purple points indicate the verification set, and the yellow points indicate the
parents. (A-C) Show expression and (D-F) show localization. For all plots, the measured property is plotted on a log2 scale.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1005786.g002
Fig 3. Comparison of measured membrane localization for each data set. Swarm plots of localization measurements for each data set
compared with parents: training set, exploration set, verification set, and optimization set.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1005786.g003
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The data from the exploration set were then used to better inform our models about highly
diverse sequences that localize. To characterize the classification model’s performance, we cal-
culated the area under the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve (AUC). A poorly per-
forming model would not do better than random chance, resulting in an AUC of 0.5, while a
model that perfectly separates the two classes will have an AUC of 1.0. The revised models
achieved AUC up to 0.87 for “leave-one-out” (LOO) cross-validation, indicating that there is a
high probability that the classifiers will accurately separate ‘high’ and ‘low’ performing
sequences for the properties measured. The AUC is 0.83 for localization, 0.77 for localization
efficiency and 0.87 for expression for LOO cross-validation predictions (S5 Fig).
To further test the models, we then built a verification set of eleven chimeras, designed using
the localization model. This verification set was composed of four chimeras predicted to be
highly likely to localize, six chimeras predicted to be very unlikely to localize, and one chimera
with a moderate predicted probability of localizing (S4 Fig). The measured localization (Fig 2E)
and localization efficiency (S3B Fig) of the chimeras in the verification set show clear differ-
ences, ‘high’ vs ‘low’, consistent with the model predictions (Table 1 and S1 Data). The verifica-
tion sets consist exclusively of chimeras with ‘high’ measured expression, which is consistent
with the model’s predictions (Fig 2B). The model perfectly classifies the eleven chimeras as
either ‘high’ or ‘low’ for each property (expression, localization, or localization efficiency) as
shown in plots of predicted vs measured properties (Fig 2B and 2E and S3B Fig) and by perfect
separation in ROC curves i.e. AUC = 1.0 (S5 Fig). These models are powerful tools that can
confidently predict whether a chimera will have ‘high’ or ‘low’ expression (Fig 2C), localization
(Fig 2F), and localization efficiency (S3C Fig). Of the 118,098 chimeras in the recombination
library, 6,631 (5.6%) are predicted to have a probability> 0.5 of ‘high’ localization, whereas the
vast majority of chimeras (99%) are predicted to have a probability> 0.5 of ’high’ expression.
Building a regression model for ChR localization
The classification model predicts the probability that a sequence falls into the ‘high’ localizer
category, but does not give a quantitative prediction as to how well it localizes. Our next goal
was to design chimera sequences with optimal localization. Localization is considered optimal
if it is at or above the level of CsChrimR, the best localizing parent, which is more than ade-
quate for in vivo applications using ChR functionality to control neuronal activity [28]. A
regression model for ChR plasma membrane localization is required to predict sequences that
have optimal levels of localization. We used the localization data from the training and explo-
ration sets to train a GP regression model (Fig 4A). The diversity of sequences in the training
data allows the model to generalize well to the remainder of the recombination library. For
this regression model, we do not use all of the features from the combined sequence and struc-
ture information; instead, we used L1 linear regression to select a subset of these features. The
L1 linear regression identifies the sequence and structural features that most strongly influence
ChR localization. Using this subset of features instead of all of the features improved the qual-
ity of the predictions (as determined by cross-validation). This indicates that not all of the resi-
dues and residue-residue contacts have a large influence on localization of ChR. We then used
a kernel based on these chosen features (specific contacts and residues) for GP regression. The
regression model for localization showed strong predictive ability as indicated by the strong
correlation between predicted and measured localization for LOO cross-validation (correla-
tion coefficient, R> 0.76) (Fig 4A). This was further verified by the strong correlation between
predicted and measured values for the previously-discussed verification set (R> 0.9) (Fig 4A).
These cross-validation results suggest that the regression model can be used to predict chime-
ras with optimal localization.
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We used the localization regression model to predict ChR chimeras with optimal localization
using the Lower Confidence Bound (LCB) algorithm, in which the predicted mean minus the pre-
dicted standard deviation (LB1) is maximized [37]. The LCB algorithm maximally exploits the infor-
mation learned from the training set by finding sequences the model is most certain will be good
localizers. The regression model was used to predict the localization level and standard deviation for
all chimeras in the library, and from this the LB1 was calculated for all chimeras (Fig 4B). We
selected four chimeras whose LB1 predictions for localization were ranked in the top 0.1% of the
library (S4 Fig). These were constructed and tested (Fig 3 and S6 Fig and S1 Data). Measurements
showed that they all localize as well as or better than CsChrimR (Fig 3 and Fig 4A and Table 1).
Cell population distributions of the optimal set show properties similar to the CsChrimR parent,
with one chimera showing a clear shift in the peak of the distribution towards higher levels of locali-
zation (S7 Fig). These four sequences differ from CsChrimR at 30 to 50 amino acids (S4 Fig).
We were interested in how predictive the GP localization models could be with fewer train-
ing examples. To assess the predictive ability of the GP models as a function of training set
size, we sampled random sets of training sequences from the dataset, trained models on these
random sets, then evaluated the model’s performance on a selected test set (S8 Fig). As few as
100 training examples are sufficient for accurate predictions for both the localization regres-
sion and classification models. This analysis shows that the models would have been predictive
with even fewer training examples than we chose to use.
Sequence and structure features that facilitate prediction of ChR
expression and localization
In developing the GP regression model for localization, we used L1-regularized linear regres-
sion to identify a limited set of sequence and structural features that strongly influence ChR
Fig 4. GP regression model for localization. (A) Predicted vs measured localization for the combined training and exploration sets (gray
points), verification set (purple points), and the optimal set (green points). Predictions for the training and exploration sets were made using
LOO cross-validation; predictions for the verification and optimal sets were made by a model trained on data from the training and exploration
sets. There is clear correlation between predicted and measured localization. The combined training and exploration sets showed good
correlation (R > 0.73) as did the verification set (R > 0.9). (B) Predicted localization values of all chimeras in the recombination library (118,098
chimeras) based on the GP regression model trained on the training and exploration sets. The gray line shows all chimeras in the library, the
gray points indicate the training set and exploration sets, the purple points indicate the verification set, and the yellow points indicate the
parents. Error bars (light gray shading) show the standard deviation of the predictions. For all plots, the predicted and measured localization
are plotted on a log2 scale.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1005786.g004
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localization (Fig 4). These features include both inter-residue contacts and individual residues
and offer insight into the structural determinants of ChR localization. To better gauge the rela-
tive importance of these features, L2-regularized linear regression was used to calculate the
positive and negative feature weights, which are proportional to each feature’s inferred contri-
bution to localization. While not as predictive as the GP regression model because it cannot
account for higher-order interactions between features, this linear model has the advantage of
being interpretable.
When mapped onto the C1C2 structure, these features highlight parts of the ChR sequence
and structural contacts that are important for ChR localization to the plasma membrane (Fig
5). Both beneficial and deleterious features are distributed throughout the protein, with no sin-
gle feature dictating localization properties (Fig 5). Clusters of heavily weighted positive con-
tacts suggest that having structurally proximal CsChrimR-residue pairs are important in the
N-terminal domain (NTD), between the NTD and TM4, between TM1 and TM7, and between
TM3 and TM7. CsChrimR residues at the extracellular side of TM5 also appear to aid localiza-
tion, although they are weighted less than CheRiff residues in the same area. Beneficial CheRiff
contacts and residues are found in the C-terminal domain (CTD), the interface between the
CTD and TM5-6, and in TM1. C1C2 residues at the extracellular side of TM6 are also posi-
tively weighted for localization, as are C1C2 contacts between the CTD and TM3-4 loop. From
the negatively weighted contacts, it is clear that total localization is harmed when CheRiff con-
tributes to the NTD or the intracellular half of TM4 and when CsChrimR contributes to the
CTD. Interestingly, positive contacts were formed between TM6 from C1C2 and TM7 from
CheRiff, but when the contributions were reversed (TM6 from CheRiff TM7 from C1C2) or if
CsChrimR contributed TM6, strong negative weights were observed. Not surprisingly, the
sequence and structure of optimal localizers predicted by GP regression (Fig 4) largely agree
with the L2 weights (S9 Fig).
Using this strategy for model interpretation (L1 regression for feature selection followed by
L2 regression), we can also weight the contributions of residues and contacts for ChR expres-
sion (S10 Fig and S11 Fig). There is some overlap between the heavily weighted features for
ChR expression and the features for localization, which is expected because more protein
expressed means more protein available for localization. For example, both expression and
localization models seem to prefer the NTD from CsChrimR and the extracellular half of TM6
from C1C2, and both disfavor the NTD and the intra-cellular half of TM4 from CheRiff.
While the heavily-weighted expression features are limited to these isolated sequence regions,
localization features are distributed throughout the protein. Moreover, the majority of heavily-
weighted features identified for expression are residues rather than contacts. This is in contrast
to those weighted features identified for localization, which include heavily-weighted residues
and structural contacts. This suggests that sequence is more important in determining expres-
sion properties, which is consistent with the largely sequence-dependent mechanisms associ-
ated with successful translation and insertion into the ER membrane. In contrast, both
sequence and specific structural contacts contribute significantly to whether a ChR will localize
to the plasma membrane. Our results demonstrate that the model can ‘learn’ the features that
contribute to localization from the data and make accurate predictions on that property.
Using the GP regression model to engineer novel sequences that
localize
We next tested the ChR localization regression model for its ability to predict plasma-mem-
brane localization for ChR sequences outside the recombination library. For this, we chose a
natural ChR variant, CbChR1, that expresses in HEK cells and neurons but does not localize to
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the plasma membrane and thus is non-functional [28]. CbChR1 is distant from the three
parental sequences, with 60% identity to CsChrimR and 40% identity to CheRiff and C1C2.
We optimized CbChR1 by introducing minor amino acid changes predicted by the localiza-
tion regression model to be beneficial for membrane localization. To enable measurement of
CbChR1 localization with the SpyTag-based labeling method, we substituted the N-terminus
of CbChR1 with the CsChrimR N-terminus containing the SpyTag sequence downstream of
the signal peptide to make the chimera CsCbChR1 [36]. This block swap did not change the
membrane localization properties of CbChR1 (Fig 6C). Using the regression model, we pre-
dicted localization levels for all the possible single-block swaps from the three library parents
(CsChrimR, C1C2 and CheRiff) into CsCbChR1 and selected the four chimeras with the
Fig 5. Sequence and structural contact features important for prediction of ChR localization. Features
with positive (A) and negative (B) weights are displayed on the C1C2 crystal structure (grey). Features can be
residues (spheres) or contacts (sticks) from one or more parent ChRs. Features from CsChrimR are shown in
red, features from C1C2 are shown in green, and features from CheRiff are shown in blue. In cases where a
feature is present in two parents, the following color priorities were used for consistency: red above green
above blue. Sticks connect the beta carbons of contacting residues (or alpha carbon in the case of glycine).
The size of the spheres and the thickness of the sticks are proportional to the parameter weights. Two residues
in contact can be from the same or different parents. Single-color contacts occur when both contributing
residues are from the same parent. Multi-color contacts occur when residues from different parents are in
contact. The N-terminal domain (NTD), C-terminal domain (CTD), and the seven transmembrane helices
(TM1-7) are labeled.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1005786.g005
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highest Upper Confidence Bound (UCB). These chimeras have between 4 and 21 mutations
when compared with CsCbChR1. Unlike the LCB algorithm, which seeks to find the safest
optimal choices, the UCB algorithm balances exploration and exploitation by maximizing the
sum of the predicted mean and standard deviation.
The selected chimeras were assayed for expression, localization, and localization efficiency
(S1 Data). One of the four sequences did not express; the other three chimeras expressed and
had higher localization levels than CsCbChR1 (Fig 6B). Two of the three had localization
properties similar to the CheRiff parent (Fig 6B). Images of the two best localizing chimeras
illustrate the enhancement in localization when compared with CbChR1 and CsCbChR1 (Fig
6C and S12 Fig). This improvement in localization was achieved through single-block swaps
from CsChrimR (17 and 21 amino acid mutations) (Fig 6A). These results suggest that this
regression model can accurately predict minor sequence changes that will improve the mem-
brane localization of natural ChRs.
Discussion
The ability to differentiate the functional properties of closely related sequences is extremely
powerful for protein design and engineering. This is of particular interest for protein types
that have proven to be more recalcitrant to traditional protein design methods, e.g. MPs. We
show here that integral membrane protein expression and plasma membrane localization can
be predicted for novel, homologous sequences using moderate-throughput data collection and
advanced statistical modeling. We have used the models in four ways: 1) to accurately predict
which diverse, chimeric ChRs are likely to express and localize at least as well as a moderately-
performing native ChR; 2) to design ChR chimeras with optimized membrane localization
that matched or exceeded the performance of a very well-localizing ChR (CsChrimR); 3) to
identify the structural interactions (contacts) and sequence elements most important for pre-
dicting ChR localization; and 4) to identify limited sequence changes that transform a native
ChR from a non-localizer to a localizer.
Whereas 99% of the chimeras in the recombination library are predicted to express in HEK
cells, only 5.6% are predicted to localize to the membrane at levels equal to or above the lowest
parent (CheRiff). This result shows that expression is robust to recombination-based sequence
alterations, whereas correct plasma-membrane localization is much more sensitive. The model
enables accurate selection of the rare, localization-capable, proteins from the nearly 120,000
possible chimeric library variants. In future work we will show that this diverse set of several
thousand variants predicted to localize serves as a highly enriched source of functional ChRs
with novel properties.
Although statistical models generalize poorly as one attempts to make predictions on
sequences distant from the sequences used in model training, we show that it is possible to
train a model that accurately distinguishes between closely related proteins. The tradeoff
between making accurate predictions on subtle sequence changes vs generalized predictions
for significantly different sequences is one we made intentionally in order to achieve accurate
predictions for an important and interesting class of proteins. Accurate statistical models, like
the ones described in this paper, could aid in building more expressive physics-based models.
This work details the steps in building machine-learning models and highlights their power
in predicting desirable protein properties that arise from the intersection of multiple cellular
processes. Combining recombination-based library design with statistical modeling methods,
we have scanned a highly functional portion of protein sequence space by training on only 218
sequences. Model development through iterative training, exploration, and verification has
yielded a tool that not only predicts optimally performing chimeric proteins, but can also be
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applied to improve related ChR proteins outside the library. As large-scale gene synthesis and
DNA sequencing become more affordable, machine-learning methods such as those described
here will become ever more powerful tools for protein engineering offering an alternative to
high-throughput assay systems.
Materials and methods
The design, construction, and characterization of recombination library chimeras is described
in Bedbrook et al. [5]. Briefly, HEK 293T cells were transfected with purified ChR variant
DNA using Fugene6 reagent according to the manufacturer’s recommendations. Cells were
given 48 hours to express before expression and localization were measured. To assay localiza-
tion level, transfected cells were subjected to the SpyCatcher-GFP labeling assay, as described
in Bedbrook et al. [36]. Transfected HEK cells were then imaged for mKate and GFP fluores-
cence using a Leica DMI 6000 microscope (for cell populations) or a Zeiss LSM 780 confocal
microscope (for single cells: S12 Fig). Images were processed using custom image processing
scripts for expression (mean mKate fluorescence intensity) and localization (mean GFP fluo-
rescence intensity). All chimeras were assayed under identical conditions.
For each chimera, net hydrophobicity was calculated by summing the hydrophobicity of all
residues in the TM domains. The C1C2 crystal structure was used to identify residues within
TM domains (S2B Fig), and the Kyte & Doolittle amino acid hydropathicity scale [38] was
used to score residue hydrophobicity.
Fig 6. GP regression model enables engineering of localization in CbChR1. (A) Block identities of the CsCbChR1 chimeras. Each row
represents a chimera. Yellow represents the CbChR1 parent and red represents the CsChrimR parent. Chimeras 1c, 2n, and 3c have 4, 21,
and 17 mutations with respect to CsCbChR1, respectively. (B) Plot of measured localization of CsCbChR1 compared to three CsCbChR1
single-block-swap chimeras and the CheRiff parent. (C) Two representative cell images of mKate expression of CbChR1 and CsCbChR1
compared with top-performing CsCbChR1 single-block-swap chimeras show differences in ChR localization properties–chimera 2n and
chimera 3c clearly localize to the plasma membrane. Scale bar: 20 μm.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1005786.g006
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GP modeling
Both the GP regression and classification modeling methods applied in this paper are based on
work detailed in [26]. Romero et al. applied GP models to predict protein functions and also
defined protein distance using a contact map. We have expanded on this previous work.
Regression and classification were performed using open-source packages in the SciPy ecosys-
tem [39–41]. Below are specifics of the GP regression and classification methods used in this
paper. The hyperparameters and the form of the kernel were optimized using the Bayesian
method of maximizing the marginal likelihood of the resulting model.
GP regression. In regression, the problem is to infer the value of an unknown function
f(x) at a novel point x given observations y at inputs X. Assuming that the observations are
subject to independent identically distributed Gaussian noise with variance s2n, the posterior
distribution of f = f(x) for Gaussian process regression is Gaussian with mean












1. K is the symmetric, square covariance matrix for the training set, where Kij = k(xi,xj) for xi
and xj in the training set.
2. k is the vector of covariances between the novel input and each input in the training set,
where ki = k(x,xi).
We found that results could be improved by first performing feature selection with L1-regu-
larized linear regression and then only training the GP model on features with non-zero
weights in the L1 regression. The hyperparameters in the kernel functions, the noise hyper-
parameter σp and the regularization hyperparameter were determined by maximizing the log
marginal likelihood:











where n is the dimensionality of the inputs.
GP classification. In binary classification, instead of continuous outputs y, the outputs
are class labels yi 2 {+1,−1}, and the goal is to use the training data to make probabilistic pre-
dictions π(x) = p(y = +1|x). Unfortunately, the posterior distribution for classification is ana-
lytically intractable. We use Laplace’s method to approximate the posterior distribution. There
is no noise hyperparameter in the classification case. Hyperparameters in the kernels are also
found by maximizing the marginal likelihood.
GP kernels for modeling proteins. Gaussian process regression and classification models
require kernel functions that measure the similarity between protein sequences. A protein
sequence s of length l is defined by the amino acid present at each location. This information
can be encoded as a binary feature vector xse that indicates the presence or absence of each
amino acid at each position. The protein’s structure can be represented as a residue-residue
contact map. The contact-map can be encoded as a binary feature vector xst that indicates the
presence or absence of each possible contacting pair. The sequence and structure feature vec-
tors can also be concatenated to form a sequence-structure feature vector.
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We considered three types of kernel functions k(si,sj): linear kernels, squared exponential
kernels, and Mate´rn kernels. The linear kernel is defined as:
kðs; s0Þ ¼ s2px
Tx0 ð4Þ
where σp is a hyperparameter that determines the prior variance of the fitness landscape. The
squared exponential kernel is defined as:






where l and σp are also hyperparameters and ||2 is the L2 norm. Finally, the Mate´rn kernel
with v ¼ 5
2
is defined as:























Where l is once again a hyperparameter.
L1 regression feature identification and weighting. To identify those contacts in the
ChR structure most important in determining chimera function (here, localization) we used
L1 regression. Given the nature of our library design and the limited set of chimeras tested,
there are certain residues and contacts that covary within our training set. The effects of these
covarying residues and contacts cannot be isolated from one another using this data set and
therefore must be weighted together for their overall contribution to ChR function. By using
the concatenated sequence and structure binary feature vector for the training set we were able
to identify residues and contacts that covary. Each individual set of covarying residues and
contacts was combined into a single feature. L1 linear regression was then used to weight fea-
tures as either zero or non-zero in their contribution to ChR function. The level of regulariza-
tion was chosen by LOO cross-validation. We then performed Bayesian ridge linear regression
on features with non-zero L1 regression weights using the default settings in scikit-learn [42].
The Bayesian ridge linear regression weights were plotted onto the C1C2 structure to highlight
positive and negative contributions to ChR localization (Fig 5) and ChR expression (S11 Fig).
Supporting information
S1 Data. Localization and expression characterization of ChR chimeras predicted by the
models. Measured localization and expression properties for each chimera tested and associ-
ated chimera_name, set, number of mutations, chimera_block_ID, and sequence. Chimera
names and chimera_block_ID begin with either ‘c’ or ‘n’ to indicate the contiguous or non-
contiguous library. The following 10 digits in the chimera_block_ID indicate, in block order,
the parent that contributes each of the 10 blocks (‘0’:CheRiff, ‘1’:C1C2, and ‘2’:CsChrimR). For
the contiguous library, blocks in the chimera_block_ID are listed from N- to C-termini; for
the non-contiguous library the block order is arbitrary. The set for which the chimera was gen-
erated is listed. The number of mutations (m) from the closest parent for each chimera is
included. Sequences list only the ChR open reading frame, the C-terminal trafficking and
mKate2.5 sequences have been removed. The table shows mean properties (mKate_mean,
GFP_mean, and intensity_ratio_mean) and the standard deviation of properties (mKate_std,
GFP_std, and intensity_ratio_std). ND: not detected, below the limit of detection for our
assay.
(CSV)
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S1 Fig. Chimera sequences in training set and their expression, localization, and localiza-
tion efficiencies. (A) (top) shows blocks (different colors) for the contiguous (contig) and
non-contiguous (non-contig) library designs and also shows block boundaries (white lines)
for the combined contiguous and non-contiguous library designs on the three parental ChRs
aligned with a schematic of the ChR secondary structure. (bottom) Sequences of training set
chimeras showing block identities. The colors represent the parental origin of the block (red–
CsChrimR, green–C1C2, and blue–CheRiff). (B) Cumulative distributions of the measured
expression, localization, and localization efficiency of all 218 chimeras with the three parental
constructs highlighted in color (5).
(TIF)
S2 Fig. Chimera expression and localization cannot be predicted from simple rules. Expres-
sion and localization measurements are plotted with chimeras grouped based on (A) signal
peptide sequence identity and (B) hydrophobicity in the transmembrane (TM) domains. (A)
Each chimera in the training set is grouped based on its signal peptide identity, which could be
the CheRiff (0), C1C2 (1), or CsChrimR (2) signal peptide. The measured expression and local-
ization are shown for each chimera in each of the three groups. (B) The measured expression
and localization with respect to the calculated level of hydrophobicity within the 7-TM
domains of each chimera. Hydrophobicity was calculated in the region of the protein
highlighted in the surface rendering on the ChR structure.
(TIF)
S3 Fig. GP binary classification model for localization efficiency. Plots of predicted proba-
bility vs measured localization efficiency are divided into ‘high’ performers (white back-
ground) and ‘low’ performers (gray background) for localization efficiency. (A) Predicted
probability vs measured localization efficiency for the training set (gray points) and the explo-
ration set (cyan points). Predictions for the training and exploration sets were made using
LOO cross-validation. (B) Predicted probabilities vs measured localization efficiency for the
verification set. Predictions for the verification set were made by a model trained on the train-
ing and exploration sets. (C) Probability of ‘high’ localization efficiency for all chimeras in the
recombination library (118,098 chimeras) made by a model trained on the data from the train-
ing and exploration sets. The gray line shows all chimeras in the library, the gray points indi-
cate the training set, the cyan points indicate the exploration set, the purple points indicate the
verification set, and the yellow points indicate the parents. For all plots, the measured localiza-
tion efficiency is plotted on a log2 scale.
(TIF)
S4 Fig. Chimera block identities for exploration, verification, and optimization sets. Block
identity of chimeras from each set ranked according to their performance for localization with
the best ranking chimera listed at the top of the list. ‘High’ and ‘low’ indicates those chimeras
had a high predicted probability of localization vs a low predicted probability of localization.
Each row represents a chimera. The three different colors represent blocks from the three dif-
ferent parents (red–CsChrimR, green–C1C2, and blue–CheRiff). The number of mutations
from the nearest parent and the number of mutations from the nearest previously tested chi-
mera from the library are shown for each chimera.
(TIF)
S5 Fig. ROC curves for GP classification expression, localization, and localization effi-
ciency models. ROC curves show true positive rate vs false positive rate for predictions from
the expression (A), localization (B), and localization efficiency (C) classification models. The
gray line shows the ROC for the combined training and exploration sets. The purple line
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shows the ROC for the verification set. The verification sets consist exclusively of chimeras
with ‘high’ expression so no verification ROC curve for expression is shown. Predictions for
the training and exploration sets were made using LOO cross-validation, while predictions for
the verification set were made by a model trained on the training and exploration sets. Calcu-
lated AUC values are shown in the figure key.
(TIF)
S6 Fig. Comparison of measured expression and localization efficiency for each data set.
Swarm plots of expression (A) and localization efficiency (B) measurements for each data set
compared with parents: training set, exploration set, verification set, and optimization set.
(TIF)
S7 Fig. Cell population distributions of expression, localization, and localization efficiency
properties for each chimera in the verification and optimization sets compared with
parents. The distribution of expression (A), localization (B), and localization efficiency (C) for
the population of transfected cells is plotted for each parent (top row), each chimera in the ver-
ification set (middle row), and each chimera in the optimization set (bottom row) using kernel
density estimation for smoothing. Parents are plotted in red (CsChrimR), green (C1C2), and
blue (CheRiff). Chimeras in the verification set are plotted in gray if they were predicted to be
‘low’ or purple if they were predicted to be ‘high’ in each property. The vertical, gray, dashed
line indicates the mean behavior of the CheRiff parent for each property.
(TIF)
S8 Fig. Predictive ability of GP localization models as a function of training set size. We
trained GP models on random training sets of various sizes sampled from our data and evalu-
ated their predictive performance on a fixed test set of sequences for the classification (A) and
regression (B) localization models. The predictive performance of the classification model is
described by AUC for the test set (A), while the predictive performance of the regression
model (B) is described by the correlation coefficient (R-value) for the test set. For each training
set size, the results are averaged over 100 random samples.
(TIF)
S9 Fig. Important features for prediction of ChR localization aligned with chimeras with
optimal localization. Features with positive weights from the localization model (Fig 5) are
displayed on the C1C2 crystal structure which is colored based on the block design of two dif-
ferent chimeras, (A) n1_7 and (B) n4_7, from the optimization set. Features can be residues
(spheres) or contacts (sticks) from one or more parent ChRs. Features/blocks from CsChrimR
are shown in red, features/blocks from C1C2 are shown in green, and features/blocks from
CheRiff are shown in blue. Gray positions are conserved residues. Sticks connect the beta car-
bons of contacting residues (or alpha carbon in the case of glycine). The size of the spheres and
the thickness of the sticks are proportional to the parameter weights.
(TIF)
S10 Fig. GP regression model for ChR expression. Shows the GP regression model predicted
vs measured expression for the combined training and exploration sets (gray points). Predic-
tions for the training and exploration sets were made using LOO cross-validation. The pre-
dicted and measured expression are plotted on a log2 scale. The combined training and
exploration sets showed good correlation (R> 0.70).
(TIF)
S11 Fig. Sequence and structure features important for prediction of ChR expression. Fea-
tures with positive (A) and negative (B) weights are displayed on the C1C2 crystal structure
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(grey). Features can be residues (spheres) or contacts (sticks) from one or more parent ChRs.
Features from CsChrimR are shown in red, features from C1C2 are shown in green, and fea-
tures from CheRiff are shown in blue. In cases where a feature is present in two parents, the
following color priorities were used for consistency: red above green above blue. Sticks connect
the beta carbons of contacting residues (or alpha carbon in the case of glycine). The size of the
spheres and the thickness of the sticks are proportional to the parameter weights. Two residues
in contact can be from the same or different parents. Single-color contacts occur when both
contributing residues are from the same parent. Multi-color contacts occur when residues
from different parents are in contact. The N-terminal domain (NTD), C-terminal domain
(CTD), and the seven transmembrane helices (TM1-7) are labeled.
(TIF)
S12 Fig. Localization of engineered CbChR1 variant chimera 3c. Representative cell confo-
cal images of mKate expression and GFP labeled localization of CsCbChR1 compared with
top-performing CsCbChR1 single-block-swap chimera (chimera 3c), and top-performing par-
ent (CsChrimR). CsCbChR1 shows weak expression and no localization, while chimera 3c
expresses well and clearly localizes to the plasma membrane as does CsChrimR. Gain was
adjusted in CsCbChR1 images to show any low signal. Scale bar: 10 μm.
(TIF)
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